
O R G A N I C  C A C A O
H U S K  T E A



ABOUT
CACAO
HUSK TEA
Satisfies chocolate cravings,
guilt-free!

A novelty sustainable tea with chocolatey flavour that
keeps all the beneficial properties of beloved cacao
while carries zero calories!

Ηigh in antioxidants, a natural mood enhancer and a
mild pick-me-up, this tisane will become everyone's
favourite habit and a natural alternative to coffee.



NO
WASTE
PRODUCT
Making the most out of cacao beans!

Chocolate industry uses only the core of the cacao beans.
At rhoeco, standing for sustainability and circular
economy, we recognize a true gem in the husks, highly
nutritional and tasty, and give them a second life offering
a delicious treat! What is more? One can enjoy a
‘chocolatey’ tisane and afterwards, use the brewed cacao
husks to feed his plants!



ORIGINAL
Chocolatey, smooth, cocconing

 
Ingredients: 

100% pure & natural organic cacao husks

MINT
Chocolatey, minty freshness

 
Ingredients: 

Cacao husks*, Whole leaf mint leaves* 
 *product of organic farming

CHAI
Chocolatey, spiced warmth

 
Ingredients: 

Cacao husks*, Ginger* , Cinnamon*,
Cardamom*, Clove*, Star anise*

 *product of organic farming

O R G A N I C  C A C A O
H U S K  T E A

3 Flavours

Calorie free — Dairy free — Sugar free — No additives



WANT TO
KNOW MORE?
Where do cacao beans are sourced from?

100g [Serves 40 cups] - loose leaf
ZERO plastic [Recyclable box & Compostable inner bag]
Braille typography
Designed by WeDesign Graphics

For more inquiries, contact Katerina Chatziangelaki at katerina@rhoeco.com

We source our cacao husks from artisan chocolatiers who only use cacao
beans from small scale farms that are grown and harvested ethically 
[B Corp Certified supplier].

When can I drink cacao tea?

Any time of day! It will help you feel awake and focused during the day or
become a cocooning beverage for soothing evenings.

Packaging details



ABOUT
RHOECO
Produces speciality herbal teas since 2016.

We are a team of professionals in the fields of organic agriculture,
food production systems and ecological management.

Rhoeco reflects the essence of green entrepreneurship creating a
healthy habit by promoting well-being and slow living while
preserving the Earth.

For 5 years, we carefully process and pack loose only the best
whole herbal parts by hand, in small batches, in our certified
facilities. All of our operations, from the production practices to the
packaging we choose to use, are in line with our aim to respect and
protect the environment.


